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1. Introduction 
The main purpose of the present note is to investigate geodesic rays in ends of locally symmet- 
ric spaces from a differential geometric point of view. A globally symmetric space of non-compact 
type is a simply connected, complete Riemannian manifold X of non-positive curvature (with- 
out Euclidean direct factor) which is centrally symmetric with respect o any of its points. As a 
consequence the group of isometries Z(X) of X acts transitively and is moreover a semi-simple 
Lie group. Let r be a non-uniform lattice in Z(X). Then V = r\X is a locally symmetric space 
of finite volume. If X is irreducible and of rank > 2, then the arithmeticity theorem of G.A. Mar- 
gulis asserts that such a discrete group r is arithmetic. This means that there is a connected, 
semi-simple, linear algebraic group G c GL(n, C) defined over Q such that r is (isomorphic 
to a group) commensurable with the group G(Z) = G f’ GL(n, Z) of integer points of G (for 
the precise formulation we refer to [7, Ch. IX] or [8, Cor. 6.1.101). Furthermore, if G denotes 
the identity component of the group G(lR) = G n GL(n, R) of R-rational points of G, then the 
symmetric space X can be realized as the manifold G/K of maximal compact subgroups of G. 
Technically, the geometric investigation of globally and locally symmetric spaces is thus inextri- 
cably linked with the structural and representation theoretic properties of semi-simple Lie groups 
and linear algebraic groups. Our approach is based on differential geometric interpretations of 
well-known facts from the (algebraic) reduction theory of arithmetic groups. 
We recall that for a complex, linear algebraic group G defined over a subfield k of the complex 
numbers C, the k-rank of G is the dimension of a maximal k-split torus (i.e., a subgroup of G 
isomorphic over k to a direct product (@*)d). The R-rank of G coincides with the rank of the 
symmetric space X, i.e., the maximal dimension of totally geodesic flat subspaces. In studying the 
globally symmetric space X the Q-structures of G are of secondary importance. In fact, much of 
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the local geometry of the Riemannian manifold X is encoded in the (combinatorial) structure of 
Iw-Weyl chambers which can be realized as open cones in the flats of X. If one considers arithmetic 
subgroups r of G(Q), however, then the Q-structure becomes prominent. For example, a locally 
symmetric space V = r\G/K is compact if and only if the Q-rank of G is zero. This is actually 
a relatively rare case-though often assumed in applications. In general the Q-rank is 2 1 and V 
has ends or “cusps” (of finite volume). The investigation of (geo)metric properties of these ends 
is the main purpose of the present note. If X has R-rank one (i.e., if the only “flat” subspaces are 
geodesics) and if V is not compact, a cusp is built up by a pencil of geodesic rays which are all 
asymptotic in the universal covering space X of V. For locally symmetric spaces V = r\X of 
higher (real) rank the structure of ends strongly depends on the Q-rank of the arithmetic group 
r (resp. of G). In fact, in these cases an end can be described-at least approximately-by 
so-called Siegel sets in X, which consist of asymptotic Q-Weyl chambers in X. 
The restriction of the canonical projection n : X ----+ V to a whole such Siegel set S is a 
quasi-isometry, see [2, Sect. 2.31. Our main result (cf. Theorem 2) shows that every such Siegel 
set S contains another Siegel set, say S*, which is embedded in the locally symmetric space V, 
i.e., the projection map rr restricted to S* is one-to-one. For the proof we use certain estimates 
of the distance function on X which are then applied to Busemann functions (see Theorem 1). 
Theorem 2 is also the key to various applications. In this paper we discuss only one of them; 
namely we describe, in terms of geodesic rays in V, the quotient (modulo r) of a geometric 
realization of the Tits building associated to G(Q) (see Theorem 3). 
This note grew out of an attempt o generalize some of the results obtained by T. Hattori on 
congruence subgroups of S&z, Z) acting on X = SL(n, Q/so(n), see [6]. It should be noted 
that there are several aspects of these examples (for instance that Q-rank = R-rank) which are 
not typical for the general case. 
This work was done during a stay at the Mathematical Institute of the University of Bonn in 
1992. I would like to thank Werner Ballmann for inviting me and the “SFB 256” for financial 
support. 
2. Horocyclic coordinates 
Let G c CL@, C) be a connected, semi-simple linear algebraic group defined over Q. Let X 
be the associated Riemannian symmetric space of maximal compact subgroups of the identity 
component G of the group G(Iw) of R-rational points of G. Then X is of non-compact ype (with 
no Euclidean direct factor). 
Consider a maximal Q-split (resp. R-split) algebraic torus S (resp. T) of G, i.e., a subgroup 
of G which is isomorphic over Q (resp. R) to the product of q (resp. r) copies of Cc*. All such 
tori are conjugate under G(Q) (resp. G(IR)) and their common dimension q (resp. r) is called 
the Q-rank (resp. R-rank) of G. The identity component of S(R) (resp. T(R)) will be denoted 
by A (resp. Ao), the corresponding Lie algebras by a (resp. a~). Let K be a maximal compact 
subgroup of G. This choice corresponds to the choice of a base point x0 of the symmetric space 
X and X = G/K. If g = k CD p is the associated Cartan decomposition of the Lie algebra g of 
G we can assume that a 2 a0 c p LZ 7&X where ae is maximal abelian in p, i.e., tangent at 
x0 to the (maximal rW-) flat AC, . x0 in X. Observe that every Q-flat is contained in an R-flat, but 
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that not every IW-flat necessarily contains a Q-flat. 
Let dx be the distance function on X relative to a G-invariant Riemannian metric induced by 
the Killing form of g. Since a c p the invariant metric dA induced by the Killing form on the 
abelian group .4 = exp a and the distance function dx on X restricted to the orbit A .x0 coincide. 
A minimal parabolic Q-subgroup P of G which contains the maximal Q-split torus S can 
be written as the semi-direct product of its unipotent radical U by the centralizer Z(S) of S. 
Moreover Z(S) contains a unique connected reductive subgroup M defined over Q such that 
Z(S) = M . S and M n S is finite. The group of real points Z(S) is the direct product of the 
corresponding real groups M and A. We can then write G = K . P = K MAU, and, if g E G 
is decomposed accordingly 
g == kmau (k E K,m E M,a E A.u E U). 
then a is uniquely determined (see e.g. [4, Prop. 1.51). The corresponding (analytic) function 
will be denoted by A(g). The intersection of the maximal compact subgroup K of G with M 
is maximal compact in M and the quotient Z = M/(K fl M) is (in general) the Riemannian 
product of a symmetric space of non-compact ype by a (flat) Euclidean space. Let t : M --+ Z 
be the natural projection. Then the “horocyclic coordinate map” 
F : Y = I/ x Z x A +-+ X; (u, t(m), a) +-+ uma x0 
is an isomorphism of analytic manifolds, see e.g. [4]. 
Remark. The image F = ,~(e, t(e), A) = A . x0 is a totally geodesic flat submanifold of X 
whose dimension is equal to the Q-rank of G. Note further that, by our choices, F is contained 
in the (maximal) flat FO = A0 . x0 of X. In particular, if the Q-rank is equal to the R-rank, then 
A = A0 and M is compact. In this case the above map p is the well-known foliation of X by 
flats (resp. horocycles) which is related to an Iwasawa decomposition of G. 
The parametrization p : Y - X of X defines the “projection along horocycles” p o ?rA o p- 
from X to the Q-flat A . x0, which is distance decreasing. We have the following estimate, see 
e.g. [2, Corollary 1.71 for a proof. 
Proposition 1. Let dx (resp. dA) be the distance function on X (resp. A) induced by the Killing 
form of g and let y = (u, z, a) and y’ = (u’, z’, a’) be two points in Y. Then 
dx(I-L(y), P(Y’)) 2 &(a . ~0, a’ . x01 = &(a, a’). 
The local geometry of X is encoded in the set of (restricted) R-roots, i.e., the root system of 
the pair of Lie algebras (8, a~). On the other hand the fine structure of r\X is closely related to 
the system of IQ-roots of G (with respect o the maximal Q-split torus S) to which we now turn. 
3. Weyl chambers relative to Q and Siegel sets 
Let S be a maximal Q-split torus in a connected semi-simple algebraic group G c GL(n, Cc) 
defined over Q and let X(S) be the free abelian group of characters on S. Every character 
h : S - c* determines its differential d)L : L(S) ---+ @ so that we can identify X(S) @z c: 
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with the dual of the Lie algebra L(S) of S. The Killing-form K of L(G) restricted to L(S) is 
non-degenerate and hence we can assign to every h E X(S) @ @ Z L(S)* the unique vector 
HJ E L(S) given by 
K(HII*‘H) = d)c(H) for every H E L(S). 
We set HA := ~K(H,*, H,*)-‘H,*, i.e., d;l(HA) = 2. The real span of the Hh can be identified 
with the Lie algebra of the group S(R) c G(R) which we denoted by a in the previous section. 
We denote the set of Q-roots of G with respect o S by Q@. Let QA be a set of simple roots with 
respect to the ordering associated to the choice of a minimal parabolic subgroup P of G (which 
is also defined over Q and contains S), see [3, Sect. 211. 
The root vectors H,, for a E QA, form the basis of a (non-reduced) root system in a which we 
identify with Q@. Similarly we obtain for a maximal R-split torus T which contains S the (real) 
Lie algebra a0 as the real span of vectors HP with /!I E n@. This root system w@ is isomorphic 
to the root system of the symmetric space X associated to G (i.e., the root system of the pair 
of Lie algebras &a~)). It is always possible to chose orderings of Q@ and R@ (with respect to 
minimal parabolic groups QP and wP) which are compatible in the sense that the restrictions of 
the simple roots of n@ to a are either simple roots of Q@ or zero. We thus identify Q A with the 
restriction to a of a basis nA of a@, see [3, Corollary 21.41. An (open) Q-Weyl chamber in a is 
a Weyl chamber with respect to this basis, i.e., 
a+ = {H E a I KI,(H, Ha> > Oforalla E QA}. 
Note that if we set A+ = exp a+, then 
A+ = {a E A 1 w(u) > 1 for all a E QA}. 
The (closed) Q-I&$ chambers in the symmetric space X are orbits of conjugates of the semi- - 
group A+. Observe that by our assumptions on compatible orderings the closed Q-Weyl chamber 
2 is contained in the closed R-Weyl chamber aof 
a+ = {H E a 1 K[~(H~, H) 2 0 for all a! E QA} 
5 $ = {H E au I ~l~(Hg, H) 2 0 for all /!I E nA}. 
For every simple root a E Q A c X(S) @IR E a* there exists a (non-unique) so-called strongly 
rational representation (n,, V,) of G whose highest weight ;1, in X(S) @ lR is orthogonal to 
QA - {a}, cf. [5, Sect. 121. With our identifications we obtain, for every root a! E QA, a vector 
Hka E a such that K Ja (Hka, HP) = da&~ with d, > 0. Geometrically, this means that every 
vector Hh, lies in precisely one of the edges of the Q-Weyl chamber 2. 
Lemma 1. (i) Iff oru,b~AunduZZa~~Aitis~.,(u)=h,(b),thenu=b. - 
(ii)Ifw isunelementofthe WeylgroupQW = N(S)/Z(S) un I uisinA+,then(w.h,)(u) = d f 
h,(w-law) 6 k.,(u). 
Proof. (i) This is an immediate consequence of the fact that the various vectors Hh, in the edges 
of the Weyl chamber 2 form a basis of a. 
(ii) Writing characters additively we have w . ;I, = A, - CBEQa csb with cB E Z+, see [l, 
Sect. 141 or [5, Sect. 123. Since p(u) > 1 for all p E QA, the result follows. 0 
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Lemma 2. Suppose that b E A and a E A+ = exp a+ satisjj the inequalities 
AU(b) > h,(a) foralla! E qh. 
Then 11 log b 11 3 I( log a 11 or, equivalently, dA(e, b) 2 dA(e. a). 
Proof. We set X := log a and Y := log b. Then k.,(ba-‘) 3 1 is equivalent o K(HAU, Y - X) 3 
0. Hence Y - X = CaEpA a,H, with a, 3 0. The assumption on a means that X = 
E cuEQA b, Hi, with b, 3 0. Using the definition of the HA, we obtain K(Y - X. X) = 
c, acrbwda 2 0. If we write Y = K(Y, X)IIXII-*X + tX’ then 
I]Y]l* = K(Y, Y) = K(Y, X)*llX]]-* + t* > K(Y, x)*1IxII-* 2 IIx1j2. 0 
Let I be an arithmetic subgroup of G(Q) c GL(n, C). This means that r is commensurable 
with the group G(Z) = G fl GL(n, Z). Such a group I is then in particular a discrete subgroup 
of the group of isometries of the symmetric space X associated to G. A gerteralized Siegel set 
S = Sf,o, in X (relative to the Q-Weyl chamber A+.xo) is a subset of X of the form S,,, = w. A, ‘XC) 
where w is a relative compact subset of U . M/K f’ M and A, = {a E A I cx(a) > t , cx E g A) 
(for the notation cf. Section 2). If we define a0 E A by cz!(ag) = t for all a! E QA, then 
A, = A la0 = A+ao. Siegel sets are useful to construct fundamental sets for arithmetic groups. 
We recall that a subset CZ c X is called afundamental set for an arithmetic group I if 
(i) X = r . Sk 
(ii) for every q E G(Q) the set {v E I I qC2 n yC2 # 0} is finite. 
For the following basic result of A. Bore1 we refer to [ 1, Sect. 13 and Sect. 151. 
Proposition 2. ([ 11) Let G be a semi-simple algebraic group defined over Q with associated 
Riemannian symmetric space X. Let P be a minimal parabolic Q-subgroup of G and let r be 
an arithmetic subgroup of G(Q). Then 
(i) the set ofdouble cosets ID = I’\G(Q)/P(Q) isfinite; 
(ii) there exists a generalized Siegel set S = S,,, (with respect o A+ . x0) such that for a set 
{q, I 1 < i < m) of representatives of 23 the union 52 = Uy!‘=, q, . S is a fundamental set (of 
finite volume) for r in X. 
4. Geodesic rays 
Let X be the Riemannian symmetric space associated to a semi-simple algebraic group G c 
GL(n. C). For an arithmetic subgroup I of G(Q) let rr : X ++ V = r\X denote the canonical 
projection. We define the distance function dll on V by 
&(x(x), n(y)) = $dx’x, Y . Y). 
A geodesic ray in X (resp. V) is a geodesic c : [0, oo[ --+ X (resp. n o c : [O. co[ --+ V) 
which is parametrized by arc-length and which realizes the distance between any two of its 
points. Note that any geodesic in X is an isometric embedding of the real line. 
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To a geodesic ray c : [0, oo[ + X (parametrized by arc-length) we can associate its Buse- 
mannfunction which is defined by 
h, : x + R; h,(x) = lim [dx(x, c(s)) - s]. 
s-00 
With these functions geodesic rays in r\X are characterized by: 
Lemma 3. Let n : X + V = I’\X denote the canonicalprojection and let c : [0, o;)[ + X 
be a geodesic ray (parametrized by arc-length). Then the image z o c : [0, CQ[ - V is a 
geodesic ray ifand only ifh,(y . c(0)) 2 Ofor all y E r. 
Proof. If rc o c is not a ray then there are si > 0, E > 0 and e # y E r such that dx(c(O), y . 
c(q)) < ~1-6. By the triangle inequality the functions w dx(y-‘c(O), c(s)) -s is monotone 
decreasing. Hence 
My-‘c(0)) 6 dx(c(O), yc(st)) - s1 < -e < 0. 
On the other hand, assume that there is some y E I with h,(yc(O)) K 0, then dx(yc(O), c(s)) - 
s < 0 for s sufficiently large. Hence dv(rr(c(O)), n(c(s))) < s and rr o c is not a ray in V. Cl 
We will use this criterion to determine geodesic rays which are contained in the various 
components qi . S of a fundamental set S2 of I’ (see Section 3). 
Let us recall that an element g E GL(n, G) is said to be neat if the subgroup of @* generated 
by the eigenvalues of g is torsion-free. A subgroup of GL(n,C) is called neat if all its elements 
are neat. It is known that every arithmetic group contains torsion-free, neat subgroups of finite 
index (see [l, Sect. 171). Let r be a positive real number. There is a unique element b[r] E A 
such that a(b[r]) = r for all CY E QA. 
Theorem 1. Let G c GL(n, C) be a connected semi-simple algebraic group defined over Q and 
let X be the associated Riemannian symmetric space with base point x0. Let I’ be a torsion-free, 
neat arithmetic subgroup of G(Q) and P a minimal parabolic Q-subgroup of G. Choose a set 
‘D = {q; 1 1 < i < m} of representatives of r\G(Q)/P(Q). Then there is a rational number 
r 2 1 (which depends on r and ‘D) such that the distance function dx on X has the following 
property: 
+ 
- 
For b := b[r] in A , every semi-group a : [0, oo[ + A+; s w a(s) = expsH with 
H E a+, )I H )I = 1, and every p E UM holds 
dx(qi . p * b . a(s) . ~0, y . qi . p . b . ~0) 2 s for all y E r and all qi E ID . 
In combination with Lemma 3 we obtain as an immediate consequence the 
Corollary. With the same notation and assumptions as in Theorem 1, let X be the symmetric 
space associated to G and let n : X + V = I’ \X denote the canonical projection. Then every 
geodesic ray in X of the form 
c: [O,oo[+ x; s~q~.p.b.a(s).xo 
is mapped to a geodesic ray x o c in the locally symmetric space V = r\X. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. The first arguments are similar to those in the proof of Theorem 2.3. in - 
[2]. Let y E P and let b = b[r] E A+, for some number r 2 1 whose definitive value will be 
chosen appropriately in the course of the proof. We are looking for a lower bound of 
dx(qi’P’b’U(S)‘X(), Y’qi*P’b*XC)) = d~(b-l’p-l’qil.Y-l’qi.P’b’a(s)‘Xo,Xo). 
We set g := b-‘p-‘q~-‘y-‘qipba(s). Using the horocyclic cooordinate map p (introduced in 
Section 2) we can also write 
~X(XO, g + x01 = &(p.((e, e, e)), cL(uk), dm>(g), A(g))). 
By Proposition 1 this can be estimated from below by 
dX(Xo, g e XO) 2 dA(e, A(g)) . 
It therefore suffices to prove the inequality 
dA(e, A(g)) 3 &(e, A@(s))) = dA(e, a(s)) = s. (1) 
According to the Bruhat decomposition of G(Q) (see [ 1, Sect. 111 or [3, Sect. 211) we can write 
qi’y-‘q; = uwtmu with u E U,, w E N(S)(Q), t E S, m E M, and u E U. 
(The chosen representatives w of the elements of the Q-Weyl group will be fixed in the following 
calculations.) Since p is in MU, it follows from the well-known properties of the various factors 
in the Bruhat decomposition (see [ 1, Sect. 11.61) that we can write 
pP1ql~lyP1qip = p-‘uwtmup = u’wtm’v’ 
with u’ E U,,, m’ E M, u’ E U and the same t and w as before. As S centralizes M and 
normalizes U we compute 
w-‘g = w-lb-lu’wtm’u’ba(s) 
= ~-lb-~u’bw . w-‘b-‘w tba(s)m’ + a(s)-‘b-‘v’ba(s). 
We next choose, for each (Y E QA, a strongly rational representation (na, V,) with heighest 
weight h,, see Section 3. On the representation space Vu,w of n, there is an inner product which 
is invariant with respect o K and Q W and with respect o which A is represented by self-adjoint 
operators, see [ 1, Sect. 91. It is also known that there is a vector eo in Vu,w such that, for all 
h E MU, n,(h) . eo = fee. Hence-recall the decomposition G = KMAU in Section 2-we 
have II rr, (g) 3 eo 11 = A, (A(g)). Moreover, one can show that, for every u in the unipotent radical 
U- of the group P- (opposed to P and containing the centralizer Z(S) of S), ]I n, (u) . he0 ]I > ]h 1 
(for h E IQ. Since w -‘K1u’bw is in U- we obtain 
&V(g)) = Ilnu(g> . eoll = IIMw-lg) . eoll 
3 IlnW(w-‘b-‘wtba(s)) . eal] = &(w-lb-‘wb)&(t)k,(a(s)). 
In a final step we will show that there is a number r > 1 (depending on P, the set CD and the 
representations rr,) such that for b = b[r] 
)LJ:w-lb-‘wb)&(t) = (w . h,)(b-‘) . h,(b). A.,(t) 2 1. (2) 
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Assume for a moment that (2) is proved. Then the previous estimate shows that 
h,(A(g)) b h,@(s)) for all cz E QA. 
Since a(s) is in A+, Lemma 2 in Section 3 implies inequality (1). 
It therefore only remains to prove (2). We first recall the following property of arithmetic 
groups. The elements in G(Q) of the form qz:‘y-iqi = uwtmv with y E r and qi E D can 
be realized by matrices whose (rational) entries have bounded denominators, see e.g [l, Sect. 
7.131. As in the proof of Corollary 15.3 in [l] one then shows that h,(t) 3 n for some uniform 
positive constant n E Qf. If n > 1, then inequality (2) immediately follows from Lemma l(ii). 
For the rest of this proof we will thus assume that n < 1. 
There are two possibilities in (2): Case 1: w . Aa = A, and Case 2: w . A, # A,. 
In the$first case w is contained in a maximal Q-parabolic subgroup PO = M&U0 of G where 
0 = QA - (a}, see [l]. Since r is neat and since qilrqi fl P,(Q) is arithmetic in P@(Q), we 
conclude that qilyqi must be in Me&, see [4, Proposition 1.21. The splitting S = Se . S(e) 
with S(0) c Me induces a splitting of A = A0 . A(8). The factor t E A in formula (2) can 
thus be written as t = tlt2, with tl E AQ and t2 E A(8). By the previous remark tl = e. On the 
other hand A, (t2) = 1 since every character of PO which is defined over Q is trivial on MBU~. It 
follows that h,(t) = hu(t2) = 1 and therefore (w . h,)(b-‘) . h,(b) . A.,(t) = h,(t) = 1; hence 
(2) is proved in the first case. 
We are left with the second case, i.e., w + h, # A,. Writing characters additively we have (see 
[5, Sect. 121) 
w . h, = A, - 1 csp for non-negative integers cp. 
B%A 
By the assumption there is at least one #?* such that cb* > 1. On the other hand b = b[r] is in 
A+ and hence B(b) = r 2 1 for all p E Q A. We thus get 
(w . h,)(b-‘) = h,(b-‘) n B(b)“fl > A,(b-‘)j3*(b)“~* 3 h,(b-‘)r. 
BE@ 
Now observe that we have a uniform lower bound 1 > Q < h,(t) and that the definitive value 
of r can still be chosen. We thus set r := T,I-’ and obtain 
(w a h,)(b-‘) 4 h,(b) . h,(r) > h,(b-')r . h,(b) . q = 1 . 
This finally establishes (2) also in the second case and completes the proof of Theorem 1. 0 
Remark. Observe that if n > 1, we can take r = 1 and b = e. This is the case for the groups 
G = SL(n, C) and I a congruence subgroup of SL(n, Z), which are treated in detail in [6]. 
So far we have found many geodesic rays in the symmetric space X which fill out (closed) 
Q-Weyl chambers in X and which are projected to geodesic rays in V. In the next section we 
look at asymptotic families of these Weyl chambers. We will show that they form Siegel sets 
which are embedded in the locally symmetric space V. 
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5. Embedded Q-Weyl chambers 
We recall from Section 3 that a fundamental set a for an arithmetic subgroup r c G(Q) is a 
finite union of generalized Siegel sets, 52 = Ur.“=, qi -8, where the qi E G(Q) represent he double 
cosets r\G(Q)/P(Q). The Siegel set S itself consists of “asymptotic” translates of a closed Q- 
Weyl chamber (?!a := A+.xo, S = Ug_,, g . a0 . (5’0 with a0 E A+ and w c U. M/K nM relative 
compact. Observe that M has Q-rank zero so that the arithmetic subgroup r n U M c U M is 
co-compact (cf. [ 1, Thm. 8.71). 
For b = b[r] E A+ as in Theorem 1 and b[s] E A+ we set b, := b . b[s]. Then, for any 
a E QA, we have a(b,) = a(b) . a(b[s]) = rs =: t 2 1, i.e. b, = b[t] E A+. 
Theorem 2. Let b, = b[t] E A+ as above and let D be as in Theorem 1. Let 17 be the interior of 
un (exact)&ndamental domain for the co-compact arithmetic subgroup I’ fl U M of U M acting 
on U x M/K n M. Then the Siegel set qi . S,,, = qi .q. b,Q is embedded in V for every q, E D, 
i. e. the canonical projection map TT : X + V = l?\X restricted to each qi . S,.q is injective. 
Proof. Assume that for al, a2 E A+ and ~1, p2 E U M 
Y . qi . plb*al . xo = qi . p2b*a2 . xo 
We will show that this assumption implies al = u2 and y E qi MUq,‘. To that end we first note 
that there is some k E K with 
k = a,‘b,’ . p;‘qi’y_lqip2. b,a2 (1) 
or 
k-’ = az’b,’ . p;lqlrlyqipl . beal. (2) 
According to the Bruhat decomposition of G(Q) we write 
q,“y-‘qi = uwtmv 
with u E U,, w E N(S)(Q), t E S, m E M and v E U. Since p1 and p2 are in MU, it follows 
(as in the proof of Theorem 1) that 
p;‘1fj,~1y-1qip2 = p;‘uwtmvp2 = u’wtm’v (3) 
with U’ E U,,, m’ E M, v’ E U and t and w unchanged. Next we make use of the strongly 
rational representations n, (see again the proof of Theorem 1). From (l), the particular choice 
of b, = b[t] = b[r] . bo and Lemma l(ii) we deduce 
1 I= II;Ts,(w-'k) . eolJ 2 ~.,(w-‘a,‘b,‘w)~.,(boa2) 2 &(a;la2). (I*) 
The same arguments applied to the inverse (2) of (1) yield 
1 = )17t,(w’-‘k-l) . co/J 2 h,(w’-‘a~‘b~‘w’)h,(boal) 2 &(~;‘a~) . (2*) 
Combining (I*) and (2*) gives &(aF1u2) = 1 for all (Y E QA, and hence al = a2 by Lemma 
1 (i). We insert this in (l*) and conclude again by Lemma 1 that wboal w-l = boa2 = boaI. Since 
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the Weyl group acts simply transitively and since boai # e (observe that e E A+ but e $ A+) 
we must have w = e. From (3) it then follows that p;‘q,:‘ye1qip2 E P = MAU and hence 
qlr’yelqi E qlrlrqi II P C qilrqj II MU 
where the last inclusion is a consequence of [4, Proposition 1.21. The action of F restricted to - 
U *Me b, Afsxo is thus essentially equivalent o the action of In U A4 on U x M/K fM4. The claim 
of the theorem now immediately follows from the existence of adapted horocyclic coordinates 
p:UxM/KnMxA+X; (u, r(m), a) t--+ u . m . a . x() 
which we defined in Section 2. 0 
Remark. In [4] A. Bore1 and J.-P. Serre enlarge X into a manifold X with comers (with respect 
to a given Q-structure of G). Note that Proposition 10.3 in [4] contains a “qualitative” version of 
Theorem 2 above. The proof which is given there, however, strongly relies on various properties 
of the space X. 
6. Tits geometry for locally symmetric spaces 
In this section we apply the previous results to “Tits geometry.” Let X = G/K be the 
Riemannian symmetric space associated to a semi-simple, linear algebraic group G c GL(n, C) 
defined over Q. We recall that the Tits building Y(X) of the symmetric space X, which reflects 
several aspects of the geometry of X “at infinity”, is isomorphic to the Tits building associated 
to G = G(R)“. Various geometric realizations IT(X)1 of ‘J(X) can be obtained by interpreting 
the parabolic subgroups PE of G as isotropy groups of geometric objects as, for instance, Weyl 
chambers and their walls or geodesic rays of different type (at infinity). Since an arithmetic group 
F acts ergodically on the flag manifolds G/PE, for E CR A, the resulting quotients have so to 
speak “no visible geometric structure”. 
On the other hand I is contained in G(Q) and hence acts also on the Tits bulding associated 
to this group. To be more precise, we consider the set Ip of all parabolic Q-subgroups of G. The 
conjugacy classes of elements of CP are in one-to-one correspondence with the subsets 8 of the 
set QA of simple Q-roots. Every conjugacy class has a standard representative denoted by Pg. 
Let F be an arithmetic subgroup of G(Q). The crucial property of the sets DQ of double cosets 
r\G(Q)/Pe (Q) is that they arefinite for all 13, see [ 1, 15.61. 
Let q be the Q-rank of G and let A = [el , . . . , e4] denote a standard geometric q - 1 simplex. 
IfqA = {ai,... , a,}andoA-0 = (ai,,... ,ai,}with 1 < ii < . . . < i, < q,wedefine 
the boundary simplex A(0) of A as A(0) := [ei,, . . . , ei,]. Let P be a minimal parabolic Q- 
subgroup of G and let the set ? = ‘Da = I’\G(Q)/P(Q) be represented by {ql, . . . qm}. We take 
m copies Aj = [e,‘, . . . , e4’] of A with faces Ai corresponding to 8. The corresponding 
homeomorphisms A 2: Aj are denoted by pj. The finite simplicial complex F\]‘J, which 
provides a geometric realization of the quotient of the Tits building of G(Q) modulo I’, is 
constructed from the simplices A’, . . . , A”’ through the following incidence relations: 
Two simplices Aj and A’ are pasted together along the faces Aj(0) and A’(0) by the home- 
omorphism pj o q[-’ lajCe) if and only if FqiPe(Q) = FqlPe (0). 
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Theorem 3. Let X = G/K be the Riemannian symmetric space associated to a semi-simple 
linear algebraic group G defined over Q and let r be a torsion-free arithmetic subgroup of 
G(Q). Then there exists a familiy of geodesic rays in V = r\X which corresponds bijectively 
to the points of the jinite simplicial complex r \ (71. 
Proof. The intersection of the closed Q-Weyl chamber a+ c p 2 T,,X with the unit tangent 
sphere at x0 is a spherical q - 1 simplex a+(l) (where q is the Q-rank of G). Thus there are 
homeomorphisms hj : a+(l) + Aj for 1 < j 6 m. From the Corollary to Theorem 1 
(Section 4) we know that, for H E a+(l), the curves 
n 0 cH,j 1 [O, oO[ + V; s~n(q,.expsH.b.xo) (1 <jjm) 
are geodesic rays in V. The map q (n 0cH.J) := hj (H) E AJ defines a bijection between the set of 
geodesic rays {n o CH, j 1 11 H 11 = I] (which are parametrized by arc-length and fill out a Q-Weyl 
chamber in V) and the points of the q - 1 simplex Aj. The number of incidence relations which 
define the pasting of the simplices A’, . . . , Am is finite; hence we obtain the required family of 
geodesic rays by deleting finitely many of them from the union UyZl (n o CH, j 1 11 H II = 1). Cl 
Remarks. 1. In [4, Sect. 81 it is shown that the boundary of the manifold with corners x (with re- 
spect to the Q-structure of G) is of the same homotopy type as the Tits building associated to G(Q). 
2. As already remarked by Hattori for the case of congruence subgroups of SL(n, Z) it is 
very likely that the family of geodesic rays which is constructed in Theorem 3 actually provides 
a complete set of representatives for all equivalence classes of geodesic rays in V. (Added in 
proof: This has meanwhile been proved in the preprint [9].) 
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